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Nature and History of the collaboration (1/4) – Key dates

• 2005: Post-doc in Wimmics (Acacia) (M. Lo)
• 2006 – 2010:
  – « Semantic Web » Course in UGB Master of Computer science by Wimmics (F. Gandon)
  – INRIA Internships (2 M2 per year from UGB)
  – Visit UGB researchers at INRIA
• 2011
  – Semantic Web workshop at UGB
  – KOCC (Knowledge, Ontology, Community and Culture) project funded by AUF (50 000 €) and UNESCO-HP initiative (50 000 $US).
Nature and History of the collaboration (2/4) – Joint Ph D

- **A. Basse** (defended in 2012)
  - Incremental Caracterization for RDF triple store
  - Supervised by F. Gandon, I. Mirbel, M. Lo
- **O. Seye** (defended in 2014)
  - Sharing and reuse rules for Linked data
  - Supervised by F. Gandon, C. Faron-Zucker, O. Corby, M. Lo
- **P. F. Diallo** (defended in 2016)
  - Methodology of Community co-construction of ontologies in a limited technological environment
  - Supervised by F. Gandon, I. Mirbel, O. Corby, M. Lo, S. Ndiaye
- **M. Toure** (beginned in 2016)
  - Restricted and local access to the Web of Data
  - Supervised by F. Gandon, P. Molli, M. Lo


**Nature and History of the collaboration (3/4) – Copublis**
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Scientific context: social and semantic web platform for sharing knowledge about communities

Papa Fary’s thesis: set a sociocultural sharing platform allowing Senegalese communities to share and to co-construct their cultural heritage.
We have also defined rules for inverse properties. For example, if one Locality is set as East border to one Locality then this one is also a West border to the first Locality. Likewise, we have defined rules for verifying the domain and the range of properties.

5.3 Consistency Checking

In this step, we perform consistency checks on the data. Firstly, on the domain and the range of properties (for instance an Event occurs in one Infrastructure not in one Locality) and second on the structural consistency of the data (disjoint classes).

These consistency checks are expressed as DELETE queries in SPARQL and they are performed directly in the knowledge base before extracting the RDF file.

In the previous sub-section, we added metadata about annotations errors and we explained how warnings messages are generated to help users to fix them. In this step, data correctness are check with regards to the ontology axioms. The best step to do it is during the user’s annotations but with the Wiki philosophy any user can update data by entering free text. Thus, the metadata added during data validation allows us to optimize consistency checks since only instances which have PropertyError property are checked (Fig. 10).

6 Background

In this section, we will present two related work domains. The first one is dedicated to the modeling process chosen to build our sociocultural ontology and the second one deals with temporal information modeling in the Semantic Web domain.

6.1 Sociocultural ontology

The first ontologies have been developed completely in a traditional way, without following a predefined method.
**Scientific context**

- A **knowledge platform** using **social and semantic web technologies** and allowing communities to share their cultural knowledge.

- Allows Senegalese communities to share and co-construct their sociocultural knowledge by annotating socio cultural domain ontology.

- **2 objectives:**
  - to provide
    - a user-friendly framework for communities to collaborate and update data
    - tools enabling the querying and visualization of these data.
Scientific context: social and semantic web platform for sharing knowledge about communities

- Proliferation of mobile devices
- Mobile connection is more and more available but the quality differs from one zone to another.

How to allow anyone from his mobile to access or contribute to this data even with very limited Web access?
Scientific context

• To *ease the use* of the platform, MoReWAIS proposes to *explore the advantages and constraints of mobile-enabled knowledge sharing* platform.

• MoReWAIS will *increase the use of the platform*. 
Objectives (1/2)

• Design a mobile application which empower communities and their users to enrich and access more easily the knowledge base

• using the user’s context with its richness (e.g. location, other users close-by) and

• addressing its limitations (e.g. intermittent access, limited resources, constrained interfaces and interactions).
Objectives (2/2)

• Design and develop algorithms, methods and tools for mobile devices allowing users to:
  – co-construct locally and on the road linked data representing the sociocultural shared knowledge
  – access and visualize in context relevant sociocultural shared knowledge
  – collect, host and make available sociocultural shared knowledge even in technological degraded contexts.
Requirements / Objectives

• This requires:
  – a complete rethinking of RDF storage and SPARQL querying in a mobile and unreliable network environment.
  – a dedicated interaction design to ease and encourage access and contribution.
Scientific progress (*M. Toure / Ph D thesis*)

- **General context**
  - Access to data
  - Mobility
  - Unreliable Internet access
  - Limited Resources

- **Scenario**
  - Information Exchange about sporting events, cultural events or local shops & services, in a constrained area.
Scientific progress

• State of the art on “Mobile access to Web of Data” to identify challenges and solutions in ensuring a coherent access in an unreliable environment and with limited resources and constrained interaction means.

• We had identified three relevant fields and bibliographic domains for the first stage of this project:
Scientific progress

• **Caching data in client-side and Federation:** as we are working with limited technological environment, caching data in client-side and creating federations of caches could reduce the time access to the Web and the down-time of a knowledge sharing platform.

• **Querying and Sharing data:** the problem then is to define algorithms and procedures to exchange data in that environment data. We are survey the state of the art to identify the best approach to use the caching and the federation to query and share data.

• **Linked Open Data and Privacy data:** the two previous points immediately raise the concern of privacy and the need to define and enforce policies to access/share data between neighbors.
Scientific progress: review of related works

- **Gossip protocols:**
  - Basic membership mechanisms
  - Hierarchical membership mechanisms

- **Alignment of ontologies:**
  - Pure architecture
  - Hybrid architecture

- **Local data replication:**
  - Indexing of relevant sources;
  - Automatic synchronization of local and remote sources

- **Intelligent Caching:**
  - Customer Cache
  - Distributed cooperative cache

- **Geolocation:**
  - Initialization of views
  - Choice of neighbor

---

Modèles et Architectures pour un Accès Mobile Restreint et Local au Web de Données

Un état de l’art des architectures et solutions envisageables.

Mahamadou Toure, Fabien Gandon, Moussa Lo, Pascal Molli
16/05/2017
Scientific progress: architecture proposal

- a peer-to-peer architecture:
  - Based on a gossip protocol with hierarchical membership mechanism taking into account the location of the peers
  - Having an efficient and consistent mechanism of data replication
  - And a model for the automatic construction of a decentralized cooperative cache for fast and efficient query processing.
Scientific progress : architecture proposal

To validate on an application scenario : Information exchange about sporting, cultural events or local shops & services, in a constrained area.
Caching data in client-side and Federation

- design an algorithm or a method to create a cache data on client-side.
- define criteria to build a neighbor using the user profile.
Scientific progress : Next steps (2/2)

• Querying and sharing data
  – define the procedures to query data on the neighborhood-side before to access to the server.
  – design two types of algorithms:
    • to decide how to propagate and store contributions though the local network and
    • to query and access data though the local network.

🧬 use of STTL in mobile
Activities and Financial aspects

• Visits, Local face2face meetings, video conf
• *Budget* :
  ✓ INRIA : living expenses from UGB visitors
  ✓ UGB : Ph D scholarship (400 €/month) and Postdoc scholarship (1000 €/month).
Thank you ...
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